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Cosmetic companies create cruelty-free products despite having no animal testing ban in the 

U.S.  

 

Animal testing is thought of as an outdated practice that was abandoned years ago. 

However, in 2017 in the U.S., there were an estimated 820,812 animals tested on. This number 

includes animals covered by the Animal Welfare Act, which excludes mice, rats and fish.  

 

 This practice continues because the FDA requires companies to prove that their product 

does not harm any humans. Testing on animals is not required, but companies still do so. But 

some companies choose to take the “cruelty-free” route. 

 

 “There are several laws related to animal testing,” Dr. Rhett Stout, an Associate Professor 

in Pathobiological Sciences at the LSU School of Veterinary Medicine, said. “We make sure that 

in the vet school that laws are followed. If we don’t we’ll be fined.” 

 

 Dr. Stout has a Bachelor in Horticulture from Louisiana State University in 1981. He 

graduated from the School of Veterinary Medicine in 1994 and his Ph.D. in Laboratory Animal 

Medicine in 2003. One part of his job as an Associate Professor is to ensure that animal testing 

laws are followed.  

 

 Contrasting from medical animal testing, cosmetics animal testing is less regulated.  

 

 “Most individual companies test on animals. Cosmetic testing and medical testing 

differs,” Dr. Stout said, “There are several federal laws for us here. Individual companies set up 

their own labs, where federal laws are limited.”  

 

 Companies who choose not to test on animals tend to use the term “cruelty-free” as both 

a marketing label and to notify its consumers. Each company has its own definition of what 

makes their product “cruelty-free.” 

 

 “Cruelty-free depends on what exactly defines cruel,” Dr. Stout said.  

 

 The FDA is responsible for assuring that cosmetics are not harmful and labeled properly. 

According to their website (FDA.gov), they do “not have a list of tests required for any particular 

cosmetic product or ingredient. However, a manufacturer is legally responsible for ensuring that 

a product is safe when customers follow directions.” 

 

There is no official label either. The Coalition for Consumer Information on Cosmetics 

(CCIC) created the Leaping Bunny Program. Its label is the most common indicator of a cruelty-

free product that companies use. Companies also have to pay a fee to be included in the program. 



 

 

 

Though there is a rise of cruelty-free products, major companies who want to sell in other 

countries, such as China, need to oblige by their animal testing laws. China requires all foreign 

cosmetics to be tested on animals.  

 

Companies who do this often label their product as “Not Tested on Animals” in the U.S. 

But it brings conflict to consumers who do not know this.  

 

“I don’t really know the difference,” Jolin Passinato, an animal lover non-vegan, who 

wears makeup every day, said, “I see the label and the phrase on a lot my products, but I don’t 

pay much attention. I try to, though.” 

 

Animal testing is a complex issue that many people do not know much about. Laws are 

often complicated depending on the type of information needed.  

 

The Leaping Bunny program is not monitored by any government agency. Eight animal 

protection programs comprised the CCIC.  

 

Joining the Leaping Bunny program is voluntary and renewed annually. Another label in 

the U.S. is the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA)’s Caring Consumer label. 

However, there are imitations of the Leaping Bunny label and companies mimic the logos with a 

rabbit label.  

 

 Some companies use the label to apply to a certain demographic, however, they might be 

giving out false information. In the U.S., there is no regulation for it, so companies can lie about 

whether their product is not animal testing.  

 

Testing on animals has its limitations, such as taking a long time to figure out a large 

question.  

 

 “Most of these tests answer small questions that build up,” Dr. Stout said.  

  

 Animals can be physiologically and physically damaged by experiments for cosmetics. 

The lethal dose tests force animals to swallow large amounts of a chemical to find out how much 

of that dosage causes death. Most animals are killed by the end of their testing.  

 

 There are several cheaper, quicker alternatives, such as using previous data and using 

modern technology.   

 

 The European Union (EU) has a database of approximately 20,000 ingredients that safe 

for humans. Across the pond, animal testing is banned throughout the EU and the United 

Kingdom (U.K.).  

 

 In 2014, six U.S. House Representatives proposed the bi-partisan Humane Cosmetics 

Act. The act will prohibit animal testing for cosmetics produced in the United States. The act has 

yet to be passed through Congress.  



 

 

 

 Few states have passed their own laws banning animal-tested cosmetics. Hawaii and 

California are the first two states to pass laws to sale the ban of them. A similar bill was 

proposed in the New York Senate in February 2018.  

 

 There are several cosmetic companies, who are dedicated to producing cruelty-free 

cosmetics.  

 

 ColourPop Cosmetics, an up and coming cosmetic brand founded in 2014 provides 

affordable makeup. Most of the products’ prices range from $5 to $25. They also supply a 

diverse range of shades.  

 

 “ColourPop is very passionate about animals,” a representative of the company said, “and 

does not support or condone animal testing in any way.” 

 

 ColourPop Cosmetics is a cruelty-free brand that started as an e-commerce company. 

 

 “No outside company tests on animals for us and none of our suppliers test on 

animals…none of our products are sold in China,” the ColourPop representative said.  

 

 “It won’t bother me or most of my colleagues, if we figure out how to teach with a 

computer. We’re learning quickly,” Dr. Stout said. 

 

 “One Health is a movement of scientists, veterinarians, environmentalists working 

together to see what connections animals, plants, and humans have together.” 

 

 “It’s where we looking at the similarities among plants, animals, and humans. It’s 

collaborative and we are all connected.” 

 

 


